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DIGITAL DIRECTIONS*

DIGITAL Burning and Dodging
•Jack and Sue Drafahl

Using the Photoshop burn and dodge tool palette, shadow
and burned out problems are easily handled. The areas outside the
selected areas (see left) are not affected when the tools are used.

Custom photo labs pride themselves on their ability to provide the customer with a

superior product. Often it is quality film processing because of stringent adherence to

processing specifications or final prints whose results far exceed the customer's

expectations. The difference between a normal straight print and a custom print is

often the use of special techniques called burning and dodging.

CUSTOM PHOTO LABS that
create great custom prints usually have a

darkroom technician who is a master of

burning and dodging techniques. Their

results are amazing considering that their

tools consist of cards with cutouts and

pieces of shaped cardboard attached to

wires.

Life just got easier, thanks to new soft-

ware tools that help the digital photo lab

emulate those traditional photo lab skills.

The burning and dodging tools mimic so

closely that traditional darkroom techni-

cians can master these digital versions in

minutes. They will feel right at home-

even the tool icons resemble their tradi-

tional counterparts. The burn tool looks

like a hand creating a hole to burn added

exposure, while the black circle and line

indicate blocked exposure in a specific
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area. Yet, the biggest difference between

the digital and traditional versions is that

digital gives you greater control.

In Adobe Photoshop, the burn and

dodge tools are located together in the

floating toolbox. When you press the icon

for these tools, you are given the options

of burning, dodging, or desaturating using

the sponge tool. An options panel at the

top of the screen allows you to vary brush
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size, mode, exposure, and pressure (opac-

ity) of the tool.

Ready, Set...

Before you consider using any of these

tools,? you should first adjust the overall

appeir.mc•(• of the im«ij>e using the bright-

contrast, color balance, and gamma

rols. Once this is done, you can then

lyze which specific areas need the

ning or dodging. Often images requir-

this type of adjustment are portraits

ken in harsh lighting without the aid of

II flash, and portions of the face are in

eep shadow.

Zoom in on the area to be modified and

adjust the dodge tool to a workable size.

There is no rule to this adjustment, since

each situation is different. For starters, set

the tool to about 20-30 percent of the

area you plan to dodge using the brush

palette at the top of the screen. You can

also create your own brush size and shape

from the right side of the brush palette.

For the traditional darkroom technician

who uses burning and dodging tech-

niques on both negative and positive

printing paper, think of the digital process

as a negative paper. If you use the burn

tool, the area becomes darker, and dodg-

ing makes it lighter. Since most printing is

on negative paper, this should be an easy

transition.

...Go

Start with the midtone setting of the

brush and set the pressure to 20-30 per-

cent. Slowly work your way around the

area to be dodged. If it is too much, sim-

ply use the Undo or the Step Backward

function.

Don't worry about the shadow areas at

this time, just concentrate on the mid-

tones. When they look good, switch back

to the burn tool, set it to shadows with

20-30 percent pressure and take the shad-

ow areas down until they look correct.

Work your way back and forth using the

burn and dodge tools, and setting them to
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A Div is ion of TruTrok Techno log ies

The "Perfecta" Digital RA-4 Solution.
What strategic investment provides the critical RA-4 support needed for all your

current and future digital photo imaging needs while immediately improving the quality
and productivity of your most profitable conventional lab services?

Answer: The TruTrak "Perfecta" roller transport paper processor.
Perfecta's generous tank capacities and circulation system ensure superior process

uniformity and stability extremely critical for digital photo imaging. And the patented
"Sitte" transport system delivers flawless material tracking with trouble-free
dependability

The unique combination of TruTrak's continuous self-cleaning transport mat and
a minimal set of tracking rollers delivers trouble-free ^̂ •̂̂ ••̂ H
dependability with very low maintenance. ^^-^

The Easy Choice. TruTrak processors include a
1-year parts warranty and lifetime technical phone
support. Most include free installation and onsite
training. Call today for more information.

because YOU deserve the BEST
Paper Processors • Film Processors

Professional Lab Equipment
TruTrak Imaging • 101 Enterprise Dr • RO. Box 790 • Hurlock, Maryland 21643-0790

Phone (410) 943-1100 • Fax (410)943-1200 • www.trutrok.com • emailinfo@trutrak.com
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Coda Delivers
High
Performance
CodaPro
Production
Laminators

tOCODfl

The CodaPro
laminators are available in
46" and 64" widths -
with heat encapsulation, thermal
lamination, heat assist, and pressure sensitive capabilities.
Standard Features: • Flip-up feed table • Footswitch
• Reversing motor • Supply and take-up tension
controls • Repeatable L.E.D. pressure indicator • No air
compressor needed.
CP64-HE Features: • Heat encapsulation, heat activated
and pressure sensitive mounting and laminating • Even
infra-red heat distribution • Precision control infra-red
heat sensor • Roll-to-roll image feed and take-up
• Forced-air web cooling system.

"When it comes to mounting and laminating, no other
laminator is easier to use or more productive."

Please contact us to discuss your finishing needs.
Coda, Inc. 30 Industrial Avenue, Mahwah, NJ 07430 USA
201 825 7400 • Fax: 201 825 8133 • Email: codamount@aol.com

For Fast Response Circle 513
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highlight, midtone or shadows until you

are satisfied.

If you want to restrict your working area,

use the select tool found in the tool box to

designate those areas you want to concen-

trate on. If you use the selection method,

we recommend the use of the feather tool

to blend the edges of your efforts.

Since the areas you are dodging have

less image detail than the corresponding

areas with lighter densities, you may end

up with some noise in the shadow areas.

Simply go in with the clone tool and fine-

tune those areas by dragging or dropping

data from corresponding areas.

carrier
C8003 4S7-S444

Contact us for a brochure! TM

G O D I G I T A L N O W !
• Convert your minilab into a digital printer at any time by simply

switching the negative carrier with the D carrier.
• All sizes of photos on Photographic Paper. PRINT FROM:

Network Files ZIP DRIVE Flatbed Scanner

CD ROM Negative Scanner FLASH CARD

TURN YOUR MINILAB INTO A DIGITAL PRINTER!
IMoritsu 261 1, APS with 4 in VFP- Dual
paper magazine and V-3O film processor
*1,O3S.9S p e r month 4 4 4 4 4
IMoritsu 2301 with APS - DCP
"1,033.95 per month
Agfa MSC 2OO with APS
B2B.C32 per month

Agfa MSC 1 CM with APS
.12 per month

IMoritsu 271 1 W APS
"1,858.53 per month
*to qualified buyers, terms and conditions may change.

2525 S. Yale St. • Santa Ana, CA 92704
(800) 427-2444 • Fax (714) 431-0574
www.aaaimaging.com

imaging
' VSupplies inc.

CALL NOW/
C8OOJ 427-2444
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Over-Exposure Issues

Over-exposed areas are less common

and much harder to fix because often

there is little data to work with except pure

white. Of course, there will always be

some data in the white areas that can be

reduced using the burn tool. Set your burn

tool to around 20-30 percent of the area

size you plan on burning. You may even

have to create a brush larger than on the

default palette.

Set the brush to midtones with a pres-

sure of 30 percent and start working you

way around the area to be burned. When

you are happy with the midtones, go back

to the dodge tool, set it smaller, and dodge

back some of the highlight areas that went

too dark. You can limit your work area

using the selection tools, just as with the

dodge tool.

Once you start working with the burn

and dodge tools, you will find that your

success will depend on how well you

master each tool's features. Just straight

burning and dodging isn't always ade-

quate. You have to work both back and

forth between both tools using size, pres-

sure, and range. The luxury of backing up

and undoing procedures gives you maxi-

mum control when editing. Just be sure

that when you are done to save the file out

under a new name.

The sponge tool, also found in the same

toolbox, can be used when a burn or

dodge increases or decreases the color

saturation when compared to the sur-

rounding areas. You can set size, pressure,

and mode with this tool in either the satu-

rate or desaturate mode.

It is actually surprising that more digital

editors don't readily use these tools, or

realize their importance in digital editing.

It took us some time to discover their

value, but once we did, our final images

improved immensely. When used in a

commercial photo lab, it will help push

the quality of your digital custom printing

one step higher. •

Jack and Sue Drafahl are freelance writers
and professional photographers living on the
Oregon Coast.
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